
From: Chris Schliemann <CSchliemann@plett.gov.za>
Sent: Wednesday, 26 September 2018 2:05 PM
To: Cathy Avierinos <cathy@hilland.co.za>
Subject: RE: Dagbreek Eiers expansion

Hi Cathy

Ptn 57 / 440 has not been subdivided and still is an 8.69 Ha Portion zoned as agriculture. From the image it seems as
if they are also farming with something.

I have attached the SDF which earmarks the area under discussion as “intensive agriculture”. The SDF does not speak
to exactly what Intensive agric is but the zoning of all the properties allows for normal agricultural activities. There
are some “non agric” uses in the area such as as touristy consent uses.

The subject property (Ptn 59) is zoned Agric I currently in terms of which the scheme regs provides for “intensive
feed-farming” as a consent use and is defined as “keeping and breeding of animlas or poultry on an intensive basis”.
This is why Marike is involved. RE the smell etc, I would argue that one would expect this kind of use in the rural
area. Where else would it be appropriate? Re noise from trucks etc – would one not expect trucks and “machinery”
such as tractors etc in an agricultural area? Your response will have to be to mitigate against the “issues” raised by
tests and limiting hours of truck activity etc.

Hope this is helpful but please contact me for more info you might require.

Regards

From: Cathy Avierinos <cathy@hilland.co.za>
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Chris Schliemann <CSchliemann@plett.gov.za>



Subject: Dagbreek Eiers expansion
Importance: High

Hi Chris

We are busy doing the pre-application BAR and public participation for the proposed expansion of the chicken farm
onto portion 59 of 440. The intension is for a further 4 chicken egg laying sheds to be constructed and Marike will be
doing a rezoning (spot zone) to Agric 2 for the facility.

There appears to be a group of neighbours that want to object to the chicken farm stating that it is too close to their
residences and specifically one neighbour who says she lives on erf 07 of portion 57 of 440. When I look at the SG
diagrams there are no subdivisions or erven on portion 57/440, it shows as an agricultural plot of 8.69ha.

 Can you please confirm for me if there is an approved subdivision on portion 57?
 What its zoning is?
 And specifically within the agricultural area if there is any restriction on farming in relation to other

agricultural primary residences?
 Is this area an agricultural area with agriculture as the primary use or has it been changed in the SDF into a

residential area where farming activities like intensive agriculture and egg production would be excluded or
where some kind of buffer would be required?

Concerns raised revolve around proximity to residences, noise of extractor fans, noise of delivery trucks, and smell.
The smell was an issue when the existing chicken farm first commenced as they used a wet manure collection
method. This was assessed and they had to change to a dry manure collection method so that the manure never
comes into contact with water. The manure is removed about every 3rd day and the existing facility does not
produce an unacceptable odour. We can request a new specialist smell study to confirm that it is within all limits for
an agricultural area.

Your advise and response is appreciated.

Many thanx

Cathy Avierinos
HilLand Environmental cc
166 Mountview Farm, Victoria Heights
P.O.Box 590 - George, 6530 - Western Cape - South Africa
www.hilland.co.za
Mobile:+27 (0) 825586589 - Office: +27 (0) 44 8890229 - Fax: +27 (0)86 5425248


